Questions to the EGMS members – Group 1

• **On the questionnaire** (you should have it):
  • How to reach the ‘target population’? Only NSOs, all bodies in charge of migration statistics, others?
    • Currently envisaged approach: transmission to NSOs only, but to be forwarded by the NSO to the relevant national institutions
  • Should the unit of analysis be the country, the institution or what else?
    • Currently envisaged approach: each questionnaire is a unit; only one questionnaire per institution.
  • Are there redundant and/or missing questions?
  • Should some questions be formulated differently?
  • Is the list of concepts related to migration comprehensive enough?
  • Any other improvement you may think of…
Questions to the EGMS members – Group 2

• **On the alternative definitions of migration:**
  • What are the features that you see relevant in the concept of migration and that should be taken into account in its definition?
    • e.g., personal characteristics, reference to geographic moves, family/social relations, purpose of migration, etc.
  • What would be your definition of migration?
    • Creative thinking is welcomed
  • How your definition would fit in the demographic balance?
    • Would additional categories (other than ‘migration proper’) be needed?
    • Would the definition of population change?
  • What are the pros and cons of your proposal?
  • Which data sources could/should be used?